Scripting & Organization

- Script folders are used to provide a basic structural outline as follows

  - **Developer**
  - **Application**
    - **Startup**
    - **Shutdown**
    - **Menus**
    - **Shared**
  - **User Interface**
    - **Layouts**
    - [Name of folder matches Layout Name]

The structure outlined here is only an initial core structure. It does not represent limitations to the organization of your solution. The goal is to facilitate the basic skeleton common to all FileMaker solutions. The extended organization beyond this initial suggested structure is up to the solution and developer.

- **Needs additional info**
  - This area is not yet completed. More info coming.

- **Addition coming**
  - Add a screenshot of folders as well

- **Script Parameters**
  - The Best Practices section of this website includes this page listing recommended custom functions for handling parameters passed to and from scripts.